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Versioning for Published Articles

- publish changed article version
- keep old versions public
- display metadata accordingly
Conceptioning Process

- conceptional changes at core
- long discussion with PKP (issue)
Backend: Overview of Versions

- A tab for each version (old ones are read only).
- New version via button (copies all relevant data).
- Versioning of metadata (title, author, abstract, etc.).
- Galleys are attached to versions but keep IDs (for statistics).
- Edit and publish later.
Frontend: Current article version
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Abstract
This is the abstract of this test article. This article only demonstrates how nicely the versioning works. :D
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DOI / URL with version number

URL of recent version: …/article/view/61
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Frontend: Old Article Version

Test Journal

Home / Archives / No 1 (2017): Test Issue 2 / Articles

This is a previous version. See latest version.
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Test Author
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Abstract

This is the abstract of this test article. This article only demonstrates how nicely the versioning works. :D

Published
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Version History
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How to Cite

URL with version: ../article/version/61/1
Lessons Learned

- better to base on a stable system
- conception before implementation
- communication!
Next Steps

- merge code in master branch
- adapt third party plugins
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